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Use of drones will increase in defence sector,
disaster management: PM Narendra Modi

Simmi Kaur Babbar

New Delhi, May 27: Prime Minister
Narendra Modi on Friday (May 27, 2022)
launched 150 remote pilot certificates at
India`s biggest Drone Festival, Bharat Drone
Mahotsav 2022 in Delhi’s Pragati Maidan. At
the event, PM Modi noted that the “enthusi-
asm being seen in India regarding drone tech-
nology is amazing” and said that this will
emerge as a “sector of employment genera-
tion in India”. Bharat Drone Mahotsav 2022 is
a two-day event and is being held on May 27
and 28.  PM Modi also said that the use of
drones will increase in the defence sector and
disaster management. “Technology has
paved the way to ensure the last-mile delivery
of govt schemes. Use of drones will increase
in the defence sector & disaster manage-
ment,” said PM Modi at Bharat Drone
Mahotsav 2022.  The prime minister interact-
ed with kisan drone pilots and witnessed
open-air drone demonstrations in the drone

exhibition centre.  During his address at the
event, PM Modi also that eight years ago "we

started implementing new mantras of good

governance".
"Walking on the path of minimum gov-

ernment and maximum governance, priority

was given to ease of living and ease of doing
business," Modi said.    Civil Aviation minister
Jyotiraditya M. Scindia also addressed the
Bharat Drone Mahotsav 2022 and highlighted
that drones can help multiple sections of the
society. “Drones is an idea whose time has
come in India. "Technology first", but more
important is "People first", says PM. While, a
drone can help security forces in maintaining
security, it can also help farmers. We've
brought new drone rules and released a
drone space map,” said Scindia. “It is estimat-
ed that the drone industry will reach Rs
15,000 crore turnover by the year 2026.
Today, there are 270 drones startups in
India,” he added. Earlier the Prime Minister`s
Office informed that over 1600 delegates
comprising government officials, foreign
diplomats, armed forces, central armed police
forces, PSUs, private companies and drone
startups etc. are participating in the
Mahotsav. It also added that more than 70
exhibitors will display various use cases .

CBI questions Karti Chidambaram
for nearly 8 hrs in ‘bribe-for-visa’ case

Naresh Malhotra

New Delhi, May 27: The CBI on Friday
questioned Lok Sabha member Karti
Chidambaram for nearly eight hours on the
second day in connection with alleged
bribery of Rs 50 lakh in the issuing of visas for
263 Chinese workers in 2011 when his father
P Chidambaram was the home minister, offi-
cials said. The Congress leader arrived at the
CBI headquarters in the morning and during
his questioning involving various aspects
related to the case, he was confronted with
documents, they said. Karti has termed the
allegations against him a result of political
vendetta and case as most bogus among the
three FIRs he was booked in. The CBI had
registered a fresh FIR on May 14 against him
and others on allegations of bribe of Rs 50
lakh being paid him and his close associate S
Bhaskararaman by a top executive of Vedanta
group company Talwandi Sabo Power Ltd.
(TSPL), which was setting a power plant in

Punjab for re-issuance of project visa for 263
Chinese workers employed there, the CBI

FIR said. The agency has already arrested

Bhaskararaman in connection with the case.
The CBI FIR has stated that the work for set-

ting up the power project was being executed

by a Chinese company and was running
behind schedule. A TSPL executive had
sought re-issuance of project visa for 263
Chinese workers for which Rs 50 lakh
allegedly exchanged hands, according to the
CBI FIR. The CBI in its FIR has named as
accused Karti, Bhaskararaman, Makharia,
Talwandi Sabo Power Limited (TSPL), and
Mumbai-based Bell Tools Limited through
which bribes were allegedly routed. The case
was registered under IPC sections 120-B
(criminal conspiracy) and 477A (falsification
of accounts) and sections 8 and 9 of the
Prevention of Corruption Act, it said. It
alleged that the payment of the bribe was
routed from TSPL to Karti and
Bhaskararaman through Mumbai-based Bell
Tools Ltd with payments camouflaged under
two invoices raised for consultancy and out-of-
pocket expenses for works related to visas for
the Chinese workers. Makharia had later
thanked Karti and Bhaskararaman on email,
it added. 

Delhi Jal Board writes to Union Water
Minister Gajendra Singh Shekhawat

Nashir Husain

NEW DELHI. : 27TH MAY: Delhi Jal
Board Vice Chairman Saurabh
Bhardwaj said, “BJP’s Adesh Gupta
recently wrote a letter to Union Water
Minister Gajendra Singh Shekhawat
over Delhi’s water quality. He sought an
inquiry into Delhi’s water quality situa-
tion. We felt that it would be appalling
that Gajendra Singh Shekhawat, being
the Water Minister of the whole coun-
try, was dedicating all his time over
Delhi instead of all other states. Thus, I
have decided to write a letter to him
informing him about the water crisis in
cities beyond the national capital as
well. For instance, Gujarat, a BJP-ruled
state, faces a huge water shortage. This
claim has been made repeatedly by
BJP’s own MLAs from Patan and
Banaskantha. Some days back, in
Gandhinagar, 554 people fell ill because
of consuming contaminated water. Prior

to that over 50 students in Kutch fell ter-
ribly ill and were  hospitalised due to
contaminated water. All prominent
cities of Gujarat face such problems, be
it Ahmedabad, Palampur, Mehsana,
Patan or even Banaskantha &
Sabarkantha.” He added, “Similarly, in
Himachal Pradesh both groundwater
and river water has been polluted
beyond the levels of consumption. The
contamination levels are so high that
the Himachal High Court rapped the
state Chief Secretary over it. From
Nalagarh to Solan, Himachal has count-
less pharma industries and other hubs
of factories. All these factories are
releasing untreated chemicals and
antibiotics in the rivers. In Hamirpur
alone, the level of water contamination
is so high that the High Court again
rapped the Principal Secretary by sum-
moning him to court. The water in
Nalagarh is so polluted that tubewells
are giving out pitch black water full of

chemicals.”  He continued, “The situa-
tion in UP again is tragic. Major cities
there too have highly contaminated
water. Bundelkhand, Mirzapur,
Mahoba, Sonbhadra, Ghaziabad,
Firozabad all have terrible water con-
tamination and water shortage. So
much so that the people are forced to
consume sewer like water. In
Ghaziabad’s LandCraft society, 35 chil-
dren fell sick because of contaminated
water. Similar tragedies are happening
regularly in Kanpur. The Jal Jeevan
Mission being run in UP itself is under the
scanner. They’re buying pipes from such
companies that have been blacklisted by
several companies. In MP’s Jabalpur, hun-
dreds of people got infected due to con-
sumption of contaminated water. These
people ended up getting jaundice, typhoid,
and liver diseases.” He concluded, “I sin-
cerely request and appeal to the Water
Minister to not give a step-child treatment
to the rest of the states of India.

SC stays Allahabad HC’s bail condition of SP leader
Azam Khan related to land of Jauhar University

Sanjay Kumar

New Delhi, May 27: The Supreme
Court on Friday stayed the Allahabad
High Court’s bail condition imposed on
Samajwadi Party MLA Azam Khan direct-
ing the District Magistrate of Rampur for
taking possession of land attached to the
Jauhar University campus in an alleged
grabbing of enemy property case. A vaca-
tion bench of Justices DY Chandrachud
and Bela M Trivedi said that prima facie
the Allahabad High Court’s bail condition
imposed on Khan is disproportionate and
sounds like a decree of a civil court. The
bench, while referring to the May 10
order of the Allahabad High Court, said
that it was opined that bail was being
granted to the petitioner (Khan) on the
ground of age and his health condition,
apart from the fact that in most of the
cases in which the prosecution was initiat-
ed against him, he has been bailed out.
“However, prima facie the conditions
which have been imposed by the High
Court for the grant of bail are dispropor-
tionate and have no reasonable link with

the conditions which are required to be
imposed to secure the presence of the

accused and to ensure the fairness of the
trial is not impeded”, the bench said. It
said that in the impugned order of the
High Court, the single judge has
observed that “the present order in the
bail application may sound like a decree of
a civil court dealing and deciding the title

over the property”. The bench said, “Yet,
prima facie the High Court while impos-
ing the conditions for grant of bail has
exceeded the settled parameters govern-
ing the exercise of the jurisdiction under
Section 439 CrPC”. The bench then
stayed a slew of directions of the High
Court issued to the District Magistrate,
Rampur to measure the land, take posses-
sion of the land attached to the University,
and sought a response from the Uttar
Pradesh government. After dictating the
order, the bench told senior advocate
Kapil Sibal, appearing for Khan, that it has
stayed with the main directions issued in
the order as the rest of the conditions are
innocuous. Sibal said that many of the con-
ditions are not appropriate like Khan has
to give an undertaking that he shall not
seek adjournment on the date fixed for
hearing, the trial is to be completed in one
year and day-to-day trial. The bench said
that it will look into those conditions on
the next date of hearing and added that
these conditions are innocuous and are
given in most of the bail orders of the
Allahabad High Court.

Nehru institution-builder, 
BJP weakening democracy 
by bulldozing institutions:

Rahul Gandhi
New Delhi, May 27: Former Congress

chief Rahul Gandhi on Friday remembered
India’s first Prime Minister Jawaharlal
Nehru on his death anniversary and
described him as an institution-builder
who strengthened our democratic roots,
but lamented that the BJP has weakened
democracy by bulldozing institutions. He
said India now needs a “Bharat jodo” more

than ever before. His reference was
towards uniting India in the present atmos-
phere. The Congress is holding a “Bharat
jodo” yatra from Karnyakumari to Kashmir
on Gandhi Jayanti. “IIT, IIM, LIC, ITI,
BHEL, NID, BARC, AIIMS, ISRO, SAIL,
ONGC, DRDO...Nehru ji was an institution
builder who strengthened our democratic
roots. In 8 yrs, BJP has weakened democ-
racy by bulldozing institutions. India needs
#BharatJodo now more than ever,” Gandhi
said on Twitter. In another tweet, he
shared a video showing pictures of Nehru
with world leaders and how they described
Nehru. “58 years since his passing, Pandit
Jawaharlal Nehru’s ideas, politics, and
vision for our Nation are as relevant as they
have ever been. May the values of this
immortal son of India always guide our
actions and conscience,” Gandhi also said.
58 years since his passing, Pandit
Jawaharlal Nehru's ideas, politics, and
vision for our Nation are as relevant as they
have ever been. The Congress on Friday
observed the death anniversary of Nehru
with top party leaders paying rich tributes
to him at his memorial in the national capi-
tal. Some leaders also took to Twitter to
pay their homage and remember him. 
Jailed former Maharashtra

Home Minister Anil
Deshmukh hospitalised
Mumbai, May 27: Former Maharashtra

Home Minister Anil Deshmukh, who is cur-
rently in judicial custody, has been admitted
to a hospital after he complained of high
blood pressure and chest pain, his aide said
on Friday. Deshmukh was suffering from
“uncontrolled high blood pressure and
chest pain,” and was admitted to an ICU at
the civic-run KEM Hospital here for Stress

Thallium Heart Test on May 25, he said.
The 72-year-old former minister was arrest-
ed by the Enforcement Directorate in an
alleged money laundering case in
November 2021. Earlier this month, a court
had rejected Deshmukh’s plea seeking per-
mission to undergo a shoulder surgery at a
private hospital. He could get the medical
procedure done at the state-run JJ Hospital
in the city, it said. Deshmukh, a leader of the
Nationalist Congress Party (NCP), stepped
down as home minister after former
Mumbai police commissioner Param Bir
Singh accused him of corruption. 

On Drug Offenders, Supreme Court's
"Within Time" Order To Punjab

New Delhi, May 27: The Supreme Court while observing
that there are over 2000 NDPS offenders/accused persons in
Punjab, has asked the state government to put in place appropri-
ate provisions to ensure that the individuals are brought to book
within a reasonable time. A bench of Justices AM Khanwilkar
and JB Pardiwala has observed that "NDPS matter is not a usual
matter" and noted that there are over 2000 NDPS offenders and
accused persons in Punjab. The top court further observed that
if there is a failure to book the offenders within a reasonable time,
the concerned police officer proceeds departmentally. Advocate
General Anmol Rattan Sidhu, for Punjab, assured the bench that
the needful shall be done as regards the timelines and for action
against the erring official. In its order, the top court noted the sub-
missions of Sidhu that all essential steps will be taken to ensure
that the offenders/accused person are brought to book within a
reasonable time and failing which the officer, who is made per-
sonally liable in terms of the order shall be proceeded with
departmentally for the acts of commission and omission. The top
court hearing a matter relating to Narcotic Drugs and
Psychotropic Substances (NDPS), posted it for hearing on July 7
and asked the government to file the status report before the
next date of hearing. "Assurance is given by the Advocate
General on behalf of the respondent-State that all essential steps
will be taken to ensure that the offenders/accused person are
brought to book within a reasonable time and failing which the
Officer, who is made personally liable in terms of the order shall
be proceeded with departmentally for the acts of commission
and omission," the bench stated in its order.

Defence Minister Rajnath
Singh approves new Defence

Estates Circle for Uttarakhand
New Delhi, May 27. Union Defence Minister Rajnath

Singh on Thursday approved the proposal for the creation
of a new Defence Estates Circle exclusively for
Uttarakhand on May 26, 2022. In view of the difficulties
faced in managing large tracts of defence land in the state
and the demand of cantonment residents in Uttrakhand,
the MoD will establish an independent office of Defence
Estates at Dehradun and a sub-office at Ranikhet. The
creation of a new Defence Estates Circle at Dehradun
exclusively for Uttrakhand will facilitate the residents/
organisations in getting timely and quick access to vari-
ous services of defence land management. In order to fur-
ther decentralize the governance structure, Raksha
Mantri has also approved establishment of a sub-office at
Ranikhet under the administrative jurisdiction of Defence
Estates Dehradun to deal exclusively with six districts of
Kumaon region of the state. Earlier, the entire defence
land and cantonments in Uttrakhand were covered under
two distinct Defence Estates Circles headquartered at
Meerut and Bareilly in Uttar Pradesh. These offices are
located at a distance caused delays and posed various
functional problems to cantonment residents in getting
timely and prompt redressal of their grievances, apart
from managing of defence lands located in far and remote
areas in the state. The Armed Forces also faced problems
in land acquisitions, survey & demarcation of defence
land and handling of litigation matters.

Narcotics Control Bureau gives
clean chit to Aryan Khan, 5 others

in drugs-on-cruise case
New Delhi, May 27: The Narcotics Control Bureau

(NCB) on Friday filed a chargesheet in a Mumbai court in
connection with last year’s ‘drugs-on-cruise’ case. The
anti-narcotics probe agency has given a clean chit to
Aryan Khan, son of Bollywood superstar Shah Rukh
Khan, who was arrested last year in October and spent 22
days in jail. Who is responsible for trauma Aryan suffered,
asks NCP after NCB's clean chit to him Officials in the
NCB’s Special Investigation Team (SIT), who filed the
chargesheet, said Aryan Khan and five others had not
been named due to “lack of sufficient evidence”. Later, in
a statement, the NCB asserted that the SIT, which is head-
ed by Deputy Director General (Operations) Sanjay
Kumar Singh, carried out its probe in an “objective man-
ner” and claimed that “the touchstone of the principle of
proof beyond reasonable doubt has been applied”. “Based
on the investigation carried out by the SIT, a complaint
against 14 persons under various Sections of the NDPS
Act is being filed (before a Mumbai court). Complaint
against rest six persons is not being filed due to lack of suf-
ficient evidence,” it said. It added that eight persons were
arrested by the NCB’s Mumbai zonal office on October 2
last year from the international cruise terminal and the
vessel that was operated by a company called Cordelia.
The accused were Vikrant, Ishmeet, Arbaaz, Ayan, Gomit,
Nupur, Mohak and Munmun. “All the accused were found
in possession of narcotics except Aryan (Khan) and
Mohak (Jaiswal),” the NCB said. 
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Kolkata. At least six tourists from West Bengal, four of
them women, were killed and 40 injured when the bus they
were travelling in turned turtle at a spot near the border
between Ganjam and Kandhamal districts of Odisha as it was
travelling to the port city of Vizag. The passenger bus with 77
people, including about 65 tourists on board, late on Tuesday
night rolled over at Kalinga Ghat. Among those injured, 15
people are in serious condition, the police said on Wednesday,
adding. Ganjam SP Brijesh Ray said one of them has been
shifted to SCB Medical College in Cuttack as his condition
worsened, he said . The ill-fated bus from West Bengal's
Hooghly district, was moving towards Visakhapatnam in
Andhra Pradesh from Daringibandi in Kandhamal district of
Odisha when the mishap took place, the police chief said,
adding that police and firefighters from nearby Bhanjangar
and G Udaygiri rushed to the spot to
rescue the passengers. Of the six per-
son killed in the tourist bus mishap,
five bodies were found after the over-
turned vehicle was pulled up using a
crane, the SP said. It had successfully
crossed major portion of the Ghat
road, but lost control at the last turning
due to brake failure. I could not stop
the bus and it dashed against a post at

a speed before making several turns, an unhurt bus driver told
reporters. The body of one tourist who died in the mishap
were retrieved after breaking the window panes of the bus,
Bhanjanagar sub divisional police officer S S Mishra said. The
dead are Supiya Denre (33), Sanjeet Patra (33), Rima Denre
(22), her mother Mausumi Denre and Barnali Manna(34)
from Sultanpur in Howrah dis-
trict and Swapan Gushait (44),
the cook from Gopalpur in
Hooghly, police said. The seri-
ously injured were admitted to
MKCG Medical College and
Hospital here and Bhanjanagar
sub divisional hospital. 

Six tourists from Bengal killed, 40
injured as bus turns turtle in Odisha
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NAME CHANGE
I, hitherto known as SUKHBIR
KAUR ALIAS SUKHBIR KAUR
SIDHU W/O RACHHPAL SINGH
SIDHU R/O H NO-323, VPO
RANA, FAZILKA, TEHSIL AND
DISTRICT FAZILKA, PUNJAB-
152123 have changed my name
and shall hereafter be known as
SUKHBIR KAUR SIDHU.

NAME CHANGE
I, hitherto known as RACHHPAL
SINGH S/O KUNDAN SINGH R/O
VPO RANA, FAZILKA, TEHSIL
AND DISTRICT FAZILKA, PUN-
JAB-152123 have changed my
name and shall hereafter be known
as RACHHPAL SINGH SIDHU

NAME CHANGE
It is for general information that I,
VIJAY SOOD S/o LATE SH.
RAKESH KUMAR R/o 496/A, Gali
No.7, Mahavir Block, Bhola Nath
Nagar, Shahdara, Delhi-110032,
declare that name of mine has been
wrongly written as VIJAY in my
Service Record. The actual name of
mine is VIJAY SOOD, which may
be amended accordingly

NAME CHANGE
It is general information that I,
LAXMINARAYANA PAIDI S/o SYA-
MALA RAO resident of QTR NO-
303/3, BANA SINGH ENCLAVE,
SHANKAR VIHAR, DELHI CANTT,
NEW DELHI-110010, declare that
name of mine has been wrongly
written as P LAXMINARAYANA in
school record of my minor son
name RAJENDRA NAIDU PAIDI
age about 13 years. The actual
name of mine is LAXMINARAYANA
PAIDI, which may be amended
accordingly.

NAME CHANGE
I, Murli Dhar son of Shri Ram
Chander residing at C-141,Amar
colony,East Gokalpur, North East,
Delhi-110094 have changed his
name and he will hereafter be
known as Murli Dhar @ Murari Lal
instead of Murli Dhar or Murari Lal
from today onwards .

PUBLIC NOTICE
Information is given to general pub-

lic at large that our client Smt.

Seema Sharma D/o Sh. Ramesh

Chand owner of Freehold

Residential Entire Second floor

without roof rights area measuring

50 sq. yds. Built on Property no. RZ-

207, Gali no. 16, area measuring 50

sq. yds. Out of Khasra no. 523,

Situated at Tughlakabad Extension

New Delhi. vide Sale Deed dated

11.11.2020 as Doc no. 3848, Vol no.

15881 Page no. 104-115 SR-V

Delhi. Our client has lost/Misplace

his Original Sale Deed dated

18.06.2016 as Doc no. 4015, Vol

no. 14333 Page no. 09-16 SR- V

Delhi.  It. was executed in favour of

Sh. Ravi Kumar S/o Sh. Shoraj Now

our client is declaring that that any

other Person does not have any

right over the said property and now

the same property sold to be Sh.

Dilip Kumar Balmiki & Smt. Mamta

and same property is going to be

financed by AAVAS FINANCIERS

LIMITED. Brach: Okhla, Delhi. If

any person(s) have any objection(s)

or claim(s) with respect to the right,

title or interest in the Said Property

then contact us within 07 days from

the date of Publication of this notice

and or the same to the undersigned

if found by any one. Thereafter no

claim shall be entertained.

[NAVEEN KUMAR VERMA] 
Advocate

F-211, Sector-3,
Vaishali, Ghaziabad,

Uttar Pradesh-201010
(Contact at 09958871432)

PUBLIC NOTICE
Be it known to all that my client Ram

Kishore S/o Sh. Gopi Ram R/o B-

301, Dakshin Puri, Ambedkar

Nagar, Delhi-110062, have severed

all his relations with his Childrens

Om Prakash Bairwa, Suraj, Radha

and Neeraj have disowned/debar

them from his all movable and

immovable property & assets forev-

er due to their Violent Behaviour

with the undersigned. Henceforth

my client shall not be responsible

for any of their acts, deeds and

deals. In case any body deals with

them in any matter shall do so at

their own risks and responsibility.

SANDEEP SHARMA

ADVOCATE

Chamber No.505

Patiala House Court,

New Delhi-110002.

NAME CHANGE
I, NO-28201-N WG CDR DHEER-
AJ AHLAWAT R/O RV-48, ROCK
VIEW ENCLAVE, THIMAIYA
MARG, AF STN PALAM, DELHI
CANTT-110010, have changed
my minor daughter’s name from
MISHIKA AHLAWAT to MISHKA
AHLAWAT for all future purposes
vide affidavit dated 27/05/2022
before Notary Public, Delhi.

NAME CHANGE
I, KRISHNA NAND CHAUBE  S/O
RAMESH CHAUBEY residing at 
H NO-26 2ND FLOOR LANE -6B
K-BLOCK MAHIPALPUR DELHI-
110037 have changed my name to
KRISHNA NAND CHAUBEY for
all future purpose.

NAME CHANGE
I, SACHIN KUMAR S/O KANC-
CHI LAL residing at H NO-73, 1ST
FLOOR, CENTRAL MARKET
DAKSHINPURI, TIGRI, DELHI-
110062 have changed my name to
SACHIN for all future purpose. 

NAME CHANGE
I, Vikas s/o Bishan Swaroop
Aggarwal R/o 7/44, 1st Floor,
Geeta Colony, Delhi-110031, have
changed my name to Vikas
Aggarwal permanently

NAME CHANGE
I Bhanu Partap S/o Jagdish
Chander R/o House No-
1463/1,Gali No-1 Opp IDIBB,
Mahavir Pura, Gurgaon Haryana-
122001, Have Changed my Name
To Bhanu Partap Chauhan For All
Purpose

LOST & FOUND
I, Mrs.Renuka Sharma, have lost my
original allotment and possession let-
ter of my Flat No. M 307, Ajnara
Enclave, Chander Nagar,
Ghaziabad, Uttar Pradesh-201011.
FIR registered at Link Road Police
Station, Ghaziabad LAR No#
20220000222809. Please contact
me on 9650829307, if someone
finds it. Also, If I find the possession
and allotment letter, I will return it to
Ajnara Builders and will not misuse it.







EDITORIAL 6

review the safety mechanisms of sports and The dawn of wisdom after an avoidable 
recreational activities that involve a certain mishap is a double tragedy. Recently, two 
degree of risk. It is strange that such an rowers — they were school students — 
assessment is taking place after the loss of drowned in the Rabindra Sarobar after 
precious lives. It is the duty of institutions to their boat capsized during a Nor’wester. 
pre-empt mishaps and take precautionary The vagaries of nature notwithstanding, 
measures that are preventive. Clearly, the tragedy could have been avoided. 
preparedness in this context was not up to The meteorological department had 
the mark. The initial response has mostly issued a forecast for a thunderstorm that 
been to pass the buck. This is unacceptable. was disseminated through media 
There must be accountability for the lapse platforms. The paucity of information 
and punishment for the guilty. In fact, there could not have been a causal factor. The 
is a case to argue for a robust surveillance other lapses that were revealed 
system in public spaces. Parks and subsequently are galling. Rowing clubs 
waterbodies must be supervised to do not have dedicated lifeguards. The 
minimize the risks of hazards — natural or Calcutta Metropolitan Development 
civic. The right to safety is fundamental to Authority had instructed clubs to keep 
the well-being of society and individuals. battery-operated, fast-moving rescue 
All stakeholders — the government, boats at hand but not every institution, held on to the boat instead of trying to swim ashore. 

municipal authorities, schools, private clubs, patrons, allegedly, paid heed. Furthermore, the training given to Rowers do not wear life jackets as they compromise 
members — must uphold their commitment to the safety rowers during emergencies leaves a lot to be desired — in mobility; should this rule be looked into as well?
of the public, especially that of children.this case, the victims did not know that they could have The deaths have prompted rowing clubs and schools to 

What the people really want

The Woke leader

Opposition party, the video recording of incremental votes on the strength of Modi’s governanceMore than five decades ago, from the mid-1960s 
this interaction should be obligatory Gandhi was unfazed. In suggesting that India had beento the early-1970s to be precise, the world was 
viewing for all those interested in the deeply polarised, he appeared to believe that the peoplpreoccupied with the war being waged by the 
forthcoming course of Indian politics. are under the spell of what Marxists used to call ‘falsUnited States of America in Vietnam. The 
There were three discernible themes in consciousness’. It needs the Congress and its supportingopposition to that war set in motion protest 
the Congress leader’s understanding of parties to show them the light and the ground would bmovements across the globe, and not least in 
the political landscape. First, Gandhi ready for change. western Europe — the heartland of the Western 
proceeded on the belief that under Modi, sphere of influence. There were, of course, the The unmistakable conclusion was that Gandhi saw only
Indian democracy has become totally student protests and the experiments with what he wanted to see and overestimated its nationa
dysfunctional. He believes that the counterculture among the youth. However, resonance, blanking out all contrary evidence — a clea
environment for normal politics no more destabilising were the radical Left case of the BaaderMeinhoff phenomenon shaping hi
longer exists. According to him, crucial movements that left a bloody trail in their wake. political understanding. Thirdly, and surprisingly for th
institutions that are indispensable to Among the more interesting of these were the leader of a party that was at the helm of the Indian
democratic politics, notably the terror attacks in West Germany by the Red Army nationalist upsurge in the first half of the 20th century
judiciary, the Election Commission and Faction, better known to the world as the Gandhi stressed that India’s political identity lay in i
the bureaucracy, have lost their Baader-Meinhof Group, an ultra-secretive sect being a ‘union of states’ — and not a nation
independence and are captive to the of Marxist-Leninists angered by the reluctance Consequently, he stressed the paramount importance o
political interests of the Modi of post-war West Germany to face up to the divergent identities and the need to negotiate a rainbow
government. He singled out Indian misdeeds of an earlier generation that had coalition after prolonged conversations with disparat
diplomats for special opprobrium, served Hitler. stakeholders. India has yet to experience its Wok

moment. Such rarefied cosmopolitan experiences appeaIn hindsight, the Baader-Meinhof experience and accusing them of arrogance and appropriate idea to describe the publicly articulated ideas 
to have few takers. its counterpart in Italy have come to be regarded as parroting instructions. To this list of the fallen he added of the former Congress president, Rahul Gandhi. Last 

instances of misplaced youthful romanticism. At best, the media which, he felt, are busy singing the prime week, Gandhi, in the company of other Opposition Yet the importance Gandhi has attached to fragmented
there is a tenuous political link between that outburst of minister’s songs of praise and blacking out the voices of stalwarts, was in London to participate in a conference on identities, at the cost of a national vision, seems to sugges
violent anger and the relatively more considered Green the Opposition. He was silent on the linked suspicion that contemporary India. Since the Indian visitors to the event that his prescription for defeating Modi is essentially
movement and the thoroughly less considered Woke crying ‘wolf’ was, in fact, an admission that the Congress were exclusively drawn from one side of the political confederal and almost borrowed from the left-wing in th
outburst of today. Curiously, one facet of the Baader- ecosystem was fast crumbling and being replaced by spectrum, it would not be unfair to see it as an attempt to US Democratic Party. His leadership style, too, is passive
Meinhof phenomenon has been enshrined in the alternative sensibilities. Secondly, Gandhi believed that create awareness in the West of the apparent misdeeds of He sees his role, at best, as an aggregator and not as an
textbooks of psychology. According to an article for the Indian economy is in a tailspin owing to the the Narendra Modi government, now celebrating its agenda-builder. Having rejected the cadre-centri
popular consumption, “Baader-Meinhof phenomenon, or government’s dependence on a model of growth that had eighth year in office. approach for the Congress, he seemed anxious to promot

Without going into the redundant debate over the ethics of Baader-Meinhof effect, is when your awareness of run out of steam in the last years of Manmohan Singh’s India’s oldest political party as a loose cluster o
showcasing India’s partisan politics in a foreign land — something increases. This leads you to believe it’s government. It is his belief that mass discontent is sentiments associated with different movements. If it wa
that convention has been routinely disregarded for so long actually happening more, even if that’s not the case.” It is, widespread, that the government has sprinkled kerosene Gandhi’s intention to project himself as markedly
that it is meaningless to accord it any sanctity — Gandhi’s notes the article, “the difference between something all over the country, and a tiny spark would lead to India different from Modi, he appears to have succeeded. Bu
hour-long deliberation in the conference was valuable. actually happening a lot and something [you are] starting becoming engulfed in flames. On the predictable question he left unanswered the larger question of whether thi
More than anything else, it revealed a great deal of his to detect a lot.” It is always hazardous to employ concepts as to why the scale of popular disquiet hadn’t manifested agonised, quasi-Woke approach will inspire voters o
political understanding and approach. Since it is the borrowed from another discipline in the study of political itself in election results and why there is evidence to even motivate those in the Congress who still see Indir
Gandhi family that still calls the shots in India’s largest behaviour. However, it is difficult to find another more suggest that the Bharatiya Janata Party secured Gandhi as their role model.

Majority Hindu votes hardly changed after divisive events, 
notes political strategist Prashant Kishor, such as the 
razing of the Babri Masjid and the 2002 Gujarat riots. 
Their choices of governments are based on other matters. 
The opposition to PM Modi should realise this and focus 
on what matters to the vast majority of Indian citizens, 
whatever their religion or caste, as should the 
government. One is the state of the economy. The other is 
the erosion of social values.

Inadequate incomes are the most important concern for 
90% of Indian citizens, cutting across religious and caste 
lines. For the last 30 years, UPA and NDA governments 
have concentrated on increasing the size of the GDP. In 
2022, India is again the ‘fastest growing free market 
democracy’, as it was in the UPA regime. However, no 
government has solved the problems of ‘jobless’ growth 
and increasing inequalities. Rather than wringing their 
hands about religious divisions, liberals should change 
their ideas about economic management. India’s 
economic strategies are the same as that of the US and 
western countries (the Washington Consensus) where too 
liberalism is threatened by anti-liberal political 
movements. The aim of India’s economic policies must be 
to substantially improve the ease of living of common 
citizens along with economic growth. Economists say the 
Indian economy’s problem is the large size of its ‘informal 
sector’, which constitutes over 90% of India’s economy. 
They would much rather that small enterprises were big, 
and that the informal sector was rapidly formalised. 
However, their solution of planting large firms here and good society. For liberals, the rights of individuals to ‘tryst with destiny’ in 1947, and the aims of all our five-
there, with attractive incentives, will not create choose their own ways of life are paramount, whether it be year plans. Or doubling farmers’ incomes, hunger-free 
employment. The right solution is to nurture the growth of the vocations they choose, the ways they dress, or their Bharat, universal education, jobs for all, etc. We have 
small enterprises. They generate more employment with sexual preferences. Conservatives value conformity with failed to achieve most of them.
less capital. Also, they are dispersed around the country in societal traditions and norms. Hindu liberals have Albert Einstein said, to continue with the same methods 
urban and rural areas. Their spread and growth will create different views than Hindu conservatives, as do Muslim when they have not produced the results you want is 
employment on scale. Every entity has the right form to liberals and conservatives. Cultural psychologist madness because the methods may be the cause of the 
survive and grow in its conditions. This is a natural law. Jonathan Haidt explains in The Righteous Mind: Why problems you want to solve. We need a new way for 
Policy-makers are biased against ‘informality’. They Good People are Divided by Politics and Religion that the developing the economy to make growth more equitable 
think the informal is untidy and inefficient and difficult to existential question for liberals, whose moral codes are and more environmentally sustainable. We also need a 
administer. They would much rather that small firms individualistic, is ‘Who am I?’ Whereas for new way to come to agreements about the shape of the 
adopt the form of large industrial enterprises. Industrial conservatives, with socio-centric moral codes, the society we want to create, and how we will govern 
managers would prefer plantations with only tall timber question is ‘Who are we?’ He says both honour the ourselves democratically. Indians are searching for the 
trees in rows. They are easier to count and manage, and universal principles of ‘fairness’ and ‘do no harm’. But soul of their country. They will not find it in written 
the forest is more ‘productive’ in terms of timber conservatives go deeper. They also value ‘loyalty’ and histories of India. The geographical boundaries of India 
produced per acre than an organic forest with a mixture of ‘respect for authority’, values necessary for stability in have changed through history, as have the contours of 
varieties of bushes and trees. However, a ‘formal’ societies. For liberals ‘traditions’ and ‘faith’, which who ‘we’ are. The Congress, at the Udaipur Nav Sankalp, 
industrial forest also requires industrial inputs to sustain it provide comfort amidst uncertainty, are regressive values. called on all to follow the principles of Bharatiyata. The 
(that harm the environment too), whereas the ‘informal’ Some liberal leaders in the US have insulted conservative PM says our languages are the soul of Bharatiyata. 
organic forest is capable of sustaining itself. Similarly, citizens, calling them ‘scum’ and ‘deplorables’. In India, Bharat’s citizens speak many languages; they have 
economic policy-makers prefer that all entities have the many liberals who prefer to see the world through lenses diverse histories. Caste divisions are acute. Economic 
form they consider best, to make it easier to track them, acquired from the West, dismiss conservative Indians as inequalities are increasing. The formal and informal live 
and also make it easier to provide them with resources ‘anti-scientific’ and stuck in the past. Twenty years ago, in different worlds. We must step out of our party 
(finance, training, etc.). However, this harms the viability some Indian business leaders created a vision for affiliations and identities, and our self-righteousness, to 
of small enterprises and keeps the economy trapped in a India@75 with a strategy to achieve it. Independent India listen to people not like ourselves. The time has come for a 
‘high capital-low employment’ mode of growth. Social is 75 now, and the vision is not achieved. India’s leaders national dialogue to create a new vision for Bharat@100, 
liberals and social conservatives have different views of a cannot be faulted for not having lofty goals, such as our and to discover who ‘we’ are.

The vagaries of  nature notwithstanding, the tragedy could have been avoided

Inadequate income bothers 90% of  citizens, cutting across religious & caste linesA new model

Whether constant electioneering has a significant 
impact on the quality of governance is a question 
worth asking. From economy to governance, there 
are arguments against it. As a solution, the idea of 
‘one nation, one election’ has come up in 
discussion among various stakeholders, such as 
the Election Commission of India, the Law 
Commission and others. In recent years, the 
Bharatiya Janata Party has emerged as its firm 
advocate. The proposal for simultaneous elections 
for the Lok Sabha and the Vidhan Sabhas found a 
place in the BJP manifesto in 2014. Since then, the 
prime minister, Narendra Modi, has raised it many 
times, highlighting the economic costs of separate 
polls.

There can be different opinions about the feasibility 
of simultaneous elections. But one thing is clear. 
The current election cycle is haphazardly spread 
out, the result of the imposition of presidential rule 
and the dissolving of the Lok Sabha and the 
legislative assemblies. The 2019-2020 election 
cycle began with polls to the Lok Sabha and four 
state elections, resulting in frequent impositions 
of the Model Code of Conduct in various parts of 
the country that, in turn, hampered governance 
and development.  This is a good time to ask 
whether the current template of holding elections 
can be improved upon. A concept like ‘one nation, 
one election’ would require numerous 
constitutional amendments concerning the term of 
the legislature and the conduct of elections. Since 
this would involve substantial disruptions to the 
tenures of many legislative assemblies, political 
consensus would be of utmost importance. An 
alternative, flexible route exists. Election 
schedules could be synchronised in two large 
cycles. One cycle could be held along with Lok 
Sabha elections and the other could take place 
after around 30 months of the general elections. 
Additionally, polls for urban and rural local bodies 
could also be accommodated in this 30-month 
interval. Let’s take Odisha and Uttar Pradesh as 
examples. Lok Sabha and Vidhan Sabha polls will 
take place in Odisha in 2024; UP could hold local 
bodies’ elections along with the Lok Sabha 
schedule. In turn, when UP plans its Vidhan Sabha 
polls in early 2027, Odisha could conduct its local 
bodies’ elections. Other states would gradually 
converge their schedules to the nearest of these 
two cycles by dissolving legislative assemblies a 
little ahead of their time and calling for early 
elections. For a large-scale convergence, terms of 
some assemblies need to be extended or curtailed 
by constitutional amendments. The disruption 
would be relatively smaller than that caused by the 
‘one nation, one election’ model. This proposal is 
not new. The 79th report of the Parliamentary 
Standing Committee on Personnel, Public 
Grievances, Law and Justice released in 2015 
examined the feasibility of simultaneous elections 
for Lok Sabha and state legislatures and 
recommended two election phases within five 
years. A working paper released by the Niti Aayog 
in 2017 built upon the Parliamentary Standing 
Committee’s recommendations and featured a 
discussion about sustaining two election cycles in 
the events of political instability and untimely 
dissolution of state assemblies. However, these 
two recommendations had only the top two tiers 
of governance in mind. Elections to urban and 
rural local bodies across states are marred by 
delays, thereby hindering decentralisation and 
accountability. A 30-month cycle in all three tiers 
of governance would balance long-term 
governance imperatives with shortterm electoral 
compulsions.

Too late: on death of rowers in Rabindra Sarobar

Rahul Gandhi’s rarefied views have few takers
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Furniture

Simple ways to 

Give your bedroom 
a romantic touch

Considering that we spend a major part of our 
lives in our bedrooms, we should make it one of 
the most comfortable zones in our homes. It 
should be a room that spells romance and 
makes you feel good as soon as you step inside 
— a space that stimulates your senses. So, what 
do you need to make your boudoir a cosy love 
nest? Read on to find out some tips... 
Make it look great 
The way your bedroom is lit, can make or break 
the look you want to create. Interior designer 

Ketki Passi says, "The right kind of lighting can 
help create a romantic ambience." 
Candles can work wonders — they are what 
romance is all about. the mysterious light and 
shadow effect of a candle can give a very 
special aura to your bedroom. Bright, harsh 
bulbs are a big no-no. For the ideal romantic 
look dim, soft lights are key. Use heavy 
curtains to escape the glare of harsh street-

lights. Of course, table and floor lamps are 
indispensable. 
Make it comfortable 
A bed that looks comfortable is a basic essential 
here. Four-poster beds look romantic. Use light 
fabric drapes in pastel shades around the bed to 
get a soft look. When it comes to bedspreads and 
covers, avoid rough and uncomfortable fabrics 
— soft, smooth and comfortable ones like satin, 
silk and very good quality airy cotton are 
essential. Using sexy colours makes your room 

look ,  wel l ,  sexy.  
Choose bright bold 
co lours  l ike  red ,  
orange or rust. 
Place plush pillows on 
the bed of different 
sizes to make it look 
c o m f o r t a b l e  a n d  
inviting. Two large 
pillows, four medium 
rectangular pillows 
and around four to five 
s m a l l e r  s q u a r e  
cushions. A fluffy and 
soft comforter can add 
to the romantic look. 
Prioritise privacy 
Curtains spell romance 
— pretty, flimsy, sheer 
curtains that sway with 
the breeze, light ones 
in lovely pastel shades 
that leave you feeling 

calm and relaxed. Of course, you should also 
have those heavy drapes to guard your privacy. 
Indulge the senses Romance is about titillating 
the senses and the sense of smell is important. 
Spraying room freshener is passe.
Opt for fragrances
 of incense sticks, scented sachet, aromatic 
candles in lavender, vanilla, and camomile etc. 
Go and have fun doing up your bedroom! 

Bedroom decor should have a romantic 
essence to it, don't you think? 

How to choose the best

Look for furniture that is ample in size. To see if  

the seating space in a chair is roomy, park 

yourself  in it. 

Simple ways to 

The first rule of 

contemporary decorating 

is - lighten up! It's not 

necessary to change every 

room or throw out all the 

old furniture, but there are 

lots of ways to lighten up 

and freshen up your home 

for a wonderful seasonal 

change.

Here are some more easy ways to bring the best of the 
season into your home. Take out any dark accessories like 
velvet pillows, wool throws, and even that dark leather 
club chair and ottoman. Don't worry! You can bring them 
back in when the weather changes.
Nothing brings freshness like a casual decor. Use wicker, 
rush, iron, or painted white garden furniture in place of 
heavy upholstered pieces. Add colourful pillows. Sheer, 
pretty curtains keep a room feeling cool and open while 

Choose the 
perfect 
colour 

combo for 

Your house

Using the perfect combination for the colour 
story of the walls, floor and ceiling can 
complete a room. Here's how colour changes 
perception...
- For a wider look in your room, use a dark floor 
with pale walls and ceiling.
- When you have a dark floor and ceiling, it 
widens the room and also cuts short the height of 
the room.
- If you want to emphasise the horizontal lines, 
then have dark walls, but keep the floor and 
ceiling light.
- When your floor, ceiling and back wall are 
light, while the other three walls are relatively 
darker, the room will look narrower, deeper and 
higher.
- In order to decrease the depth of space in a 
room, you need to have a dark back wall with 
pale side walls and a pale floor.
- For a basement-like effect, keep the colour of 
the ceiling light. The floor and all four walls of 
your room could be dark.
- If you have a pale and light floor and a similar 
back wall, but dark side walls and ceiling, then 
you could end up creating a tunnel effect in a 
room.
Psst...
If you opt for an all-dark look, the space may 
lose its personality and shape. An all-light floor 
and walls may look spacious, but would give off 
an impersonal aura.

Try to lift the chair you like and see how it 
feels. A good quality chair, table, sofa, or 
chaise will have more raw materials 
including springs, frame, and cushion; 
such pieces are usually heavier than 
average quality models.

Observe the finish
The piece should have a rich and deep 
finish or paint that hasn't been applied to 
cover flaws. A translucent finish would 
ideally be even and the wood's grain 
would show through. An opaque finish 
will again have even consistency sans any 
bubbles or remnants of brush strokes. As 
for items made from wicker and rattan, 
they won't have any splinters or loose 
ends, while the weaves will be uniform.

Mind the cushions
The perfect cushion is neat, has well-
defined corners if angular or curves if 
rounded, comes with buttons and 
detailing that are rock solid, and 
inconspicuous seams. Other key 
elements of quality cushions are plump 
contours; a squashed cushion is a sign of 
inadequate stuffing. A cushion that leaks 
feathers has not been properly sewn and 
lined.

Turn the piece over
Lift the furniture or look beneath the 

surface to gauge its construction. Watch out 
for inaccuracies like badly sewn padding 
and loose screws, uneven support, and 
unprotected springs. You can't expect 
perfection since you will be looking at a raw 
sample at the department store but this trick 
will give you an idea about how carefully 
the item was made.

Examine the details
The hallmarks of good quality furniture are 

impeccable sanding and finishing, discreet 
welding, straight welting and details that 
hide hardware. The nuts, screws and bolts 
must be painted in a colour that matches the 
furniture.

Plan by location
It's not enough to find good quality 
furniture. Think about where you will place 
the piece and what it will be surrounded by. 
If your chair is going to sit in front of a 
window, its fabric might fade over time due 
to exposure to the sun. So, buy one that has 
a simple print and few colours. If the table is 
for the study where your boisterous kids 
also solve puzzles, look for one with a 
tough finish.

Freshen up Freshen up Freshen up 
Your home

offering some privacy. White is always a good choice, 
but don't shy away from some of the new citrusy 
pastels. Subtle colour and texture make a big difference 
to mind and body. Colour choices such as white, 
almond, soft shades of orchid, dusky blue and corn silk 
yellow can turn your bedroom into an oasis of calm.
Don't forget to bring the outdoors in. Toss out leggy, 
brown plants that you're trying to nurse. Bring in fresh, 
flowering new ones. Flowers bring freshness into any 
room. Choose your favourite glass vase or colourful 
ceramic jug and keep it full of fresh cut stems from 
your garden, the neighbours, or the flower market. Add 
fresh flowers and plants to your guest room or 
bedroom. Enjoy colourful, cheery, summery new 
flowered bed linens. Layer sheer, frothy fabrics on 
tables, , as a second layer on a bed skirts, and even 
make a sheer pillow cover for a dark pillow. Add a 
touch of whimsy with embroidered sheer fabric.
When you enter a home, the first scent you smell makes 
a significant impact on you. You may quickly 
formulate impressions or opinions about the home, 
even if you are not conscious of this occurring. Make 
sure you fill your own home with inviting and pleasant 
scents, both for your own enjoyment and the 
enjoyment of guests. Make a homemade liquid 
potpourri to simmer on your stove top. Revive your 
home and perk up your senses with homemade liquid 
potpourri. A few items from your cupboard or 
refrigerator are all you need to create an aroma that is 
pleasing. Use potpourri in the bathroom or bedroom to 
create a mood. Potpourri mixes can be purchased from 
stores, but you can experiment with different 
combinations of fruits and spices until you find the 
perfect fragrance for your home.
Don't ignore your kitchens. Invest in a kitchen 
chimney, which will keep the heat and smoke of 
cooking out of the home. Kitchens with steel partitions 
instead of wooden ones ensure proper ventilation and 
retard heat and dampness. While you may not be able to 
decorate every room in the house, there are numerous 
ways to add flair to your living space. Lighten up your 
colours, accessories, and decorate your home with less. 
Pare down, and let the air circulate. Now sit back and 
sip a cool pinacolada.

Furniture
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Shah Rukh Khan
Karan Johar's 

 was 
present at 
50th birthday bash. But 

there's a twist

hotos from Karan Johar's 50th birthday bash 
have gone viral on social media. Noted names Pfrom the film fraternity attended KJo's birthday 

bash, which was a starry affair. Aamir Khan attended 
the bash with his ex-wife Kiran Rao, whereas Salman 
Khan made a solo entry at the party. However, Shah 
Rukh Khan was nowhere to be seen while his wife 
Gauri Khan made a solo entry at the bash. Even son 
Aryan Khan arrived separately. Now, IndiaToday.in 
has exclusively learnt that SRK was present at KJo's 
birthday bash. You just didn't spot him. Also Read | 
Rahul Gandhi's long pause on question about 
violence keeps BJP, internet in splits, Congress 
clarifies

SHAH RUKH KHAN WAS AT KJO'S PARTY
An insider from KJo's birthday bash informed 

IndiaToday.in that Shah Rukh Khan arrived at Yash 
Raj Studios for the party, but was ushered in from a 
different entry gate. "Shah Rukh Khan was present at 
Karan's birthday bash. He arrived at the venue but 
made a very private entry from a different gate. This 
was to avoid getting clicked by the paparazzi. Earlier, 
the actor had skipped getting clicked at Alia Bhatt and 
Ranbir Kapoor's reception party as  well," the source 
said.

WHAT'S ON THE WORK FRONT FOR SRK?
After a gap of nearly five years, Shah Rukh Khan will 

be returning to the big screen with Pathaan. Directed 
by Siddharth Anand, Pathaan also features Deepika 
Padukone and John Abraham in key roles. The film is 
scheduled for release on January 25, 2023. Post that, 
the superstar will be seen in Rajkumar Hirani's film 
Dunki with Taapsee Pannu. SRK is also reportedly 
going to feature in filmmaker Atlee's film. However, 
the actor hasn't officially announced the project.

Hrithik Roshan Saba 
Azad 

Karan Johar's 

 introduced 
as his girlfriend to everyone 

at 50th birthday 
bash. Inside scoop

aran Johar's 50th birthday at Yash Raj Studios 
was a star-studded bash. The who's who of KBollywood marked their presence at the 

filmmaker's birthday bash. Hrithik Roshan and Saba 
Azad made their first appearance as a couple at the 
party. The duo grabbed many eyeballs as they walked 
hand-in-hand at KJo's birthday bash. Besides the 
duo, Sussanne Khan was spotted with her boyfriend 
Arslan Goni. And now IndiaToday.in has exclusively 
got the inside scoop about Hrithik and Saba.

HRITHIK INTRODUCES SABA AS HIS 
GIRLFRIEND

A little birdie from KJo's birthday bash spilled the 
beans about the new couple in town. "Hrithik 
introduced Saba Azad as his girlfriend at Karan's 
birthday bash. The couple didn't leave each other's 
side and were holding hands throughout the party. 
Saba and Hrithik's ex-wife Sussanne exchanged 
pleasantries at the party. All is well between Hrithik 
and Sussanne," the source said.

HRITHIK AND SABA'S SOCIAL MEDIA PDA
While Hrithik and Saba officially made their first 

appearance as a couple, they have been spotted 
several times on lunch and dinner dates. The two 
often indulge in social media PDA on Instagram like 
many popular Bollywood couples. Hrithik has 
already introduced Saba to his family. The actress 
was even spotted with the Roshans for lunch at 
Hrithik's house.

ON THE WORK FRONT FOR HRITHIK
Meanwhile, on the work front, Hrithik Roshan will be 

next seen in Fighter with Deepika Padukone. The 
actor will be uniting for the first time with Deepika 
for Siddharth Anand's film. The actor has also started 
preparing for Vikram Vedha, in which he will be seen 
alongside Saif Ali Khan.

Alia Bhatt's
smile because of our surprise dance at the wedding’ | Exclusive

practiced whatever we could for a day. We even A reigning star in the 70s and 80s, Neetu Kapoor 
planned, me and Reema. We planned to do is all set to return to the big screens with Jug Jug 
Gidda, which is like a Punjabi traditional dance. Jeeyo, a film that has an impeccable star cast 
We tried something new. We did gidda, then including Anil Kapoor, Varun Dhawan and 
new songs and then Ranbir joined them. It was Kiara Advani among others. She has been 
really fun.”making sure to stay positive and keep that smile 

intact as she greets and meets everyone, DANCE WAS A SURPRISE FOR ALIA
including the media and paps. While her The actress also shared how Alia was left 
comeback is awaited, the actress is seen as the surprised by all the dancing. “Even Alia was 
judge on the show Dance Deewane. Describing surprised because she did not know we were 
dance as her therapy, Neetu Kapoor spoke to going to do this. It was a surprise for her. It 
IndiaToday.in exclusively, as she shared why was very nice. If we had more time, I 
she decided to hold an impromptu sangeet for would have made sure everyone was 
Ranbir Kapoor and Alia Bhatt during their there and everyone danced.” Neetu 
wedding. Kapoor recalled Riddhima Kapoor’s 

REEMA AND I PREPARED FOR GIDDA. wedding where the family had gone 
RANBIR JOINED US: NEETU KAPOOR all out with the dance preparations. 

“Like for Ridhima’s wedding, we Despite the time constraint and with just a day in 
had Salman, Sridevi and 40-50 hand, the ladies made sure to surprise the bride 
of my friends. The practice and leave her with a face full of smiles. “The 
only lasted for a month. wedding dance was all my idea, actually,” 
The energy that beamed Neetu as she added, “I told everyone we 
was there back then should do something, even though the time is 
was.less. I had to do dancing, I told them. So we 

very time Disha Patani drops a photo, fans are 
left gasping for air! On May 26, Disha looked Edreamy in a red dress and dropped oh-so-

gorgeous photos of herself. Just when we were 
waiting for her rumoured boyfriend Tiger Shroff’s 
comment, he ended up liking the photo. 

DISHA LOOKS UBER-HOT IN RED
Disha Patani is one hottie! The actress, on May 26, 

posted an array of photos of herself, looking hot in a 
red dress. With dewy makeup and oodles of 
highlighter, Disha flaunted her toned frame in the 
clicks. The actress amped her style quotient with 
silver danglers. The post was captioned with a red 
exclamation emoji.

TIGER LIKES DISHA’S PICS
Tiger Shroff is always one of the first ones to comment 

on Disha Patani’s photos and vice-versa. Though he 
hasn’t commented on Disha’s photos yet, the actor 
did like his rumoured girlfriend’s photos.

WHAT’S ON THE WORK FRONT FOR DISHA?
Disha Patani is loaded with back-to-back projects. She 

will be next seen in Ek Villain 2 co-starring John 
Abraham, Arjun Kapoor, Aditya Roy Kapur and Tara 
Sutaria. Then, she has Yodha with Sidharth 
Malhotra. Post this, the actress will be seen in Project 
K with Prabhas, Amitabh Bachchan and Deepika 
Padukone.

 Patani's 
Disha

latest pics will leave 
you gasping for air

?Disha 
Patani looked 
uber-hot 
wearing a red 
dress. Her 
rumoured 
boyfriend 
Tiger Shroff 
liked her 
pictures.

Red alert! 

Neetu Kapoor says ‘I was happy to see

Neetu 

Kapoor opens up on 

dancing at Ranbir Kapoor and 

Alia Bhatt’s wedding. Speaking to 

IndiaToday.in exclusively, she 

mentioned how Alia was left 

surprised by all the 

dancing.
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 during monsoon
ShoesShoes

Tips to take care of your 

Maintaining your shoes during monsoon can be a 
task. Brushing, drying and polishing them regularly 
can help in preventing them from getting spoiled 
during the rainy weather, says an expert.
Narendra Kumar, Creative Director, Amazon 

Scotchguard spray
It eliminates and resists stains, protects your shoes 
from water and dirt so that your new shoes will stay 
looking newer.

Fashion, offers the following tips to protect shoes from 
getting ruined:

Make it a routine to remove the mud from the shoe as 
the damp mud tends to stick to the shoe which further 
spoils it due to the moisture present in the damp mud.

Once you are done removing the damp mud, dry your 
shoes thoroughly before placing them back in the shoe 
cabinet/box as the moisture will attract fungus which 
will again ruin it and will give off a terrible smell. So 
give your shoes enough time to breathe back to life.

It is always good to invest in a good shoe wax or polish 
for expensive leather shoes to avoid any damage 
during monsoon. It not only makes the shoe shine but 
also protects it from moisture.

For your formal shoes, maintain the crisp look and 
shape with the help of shoe trees. Invest in good 
quality shoe trees to keep the shape of your formal 
footwear intact. A good quality shoe tree is made from 
solid wood, usually cedar, which helps control odour 
and also absorb moisture. You can also use newspaper 
if you don't have shoe trees. Paper also absorbs the 
moisture and maintains the shape of the shoes.

You can place a dehumidifier in your shoe cabinet. It 
absorbs the humidity in the air keeping the place dry 
and not exposing your leather to fungus. In addition, 
keep your shoes in a cloth cover before placing them in 
shoe boxes.

Brush them right

Dry them well

Waxing and polishing

Maintain their shape

Dehumidifiers

Easy tips to 
keep rugs, 

carpets clean

Carpets and rugs instantly elevate the decor of a house. 
Clean off the stains, keep moisture away from them and 
store them well to keep your rugs clean and long-lasting, 
says an expert.
Mithilesh Kumar, technical expert and President of 
Obeetee, handmade rug making company, shares how:

� Vacuuming : Regular vacuuming helps keep 

the carpet clean. Loop carpets are more delicate and 
should be vacuumed without brush. Do not pull if 
some loose threads come over the surface, cut with 
scissor.

� Cleaning stains : In case of drop or spillage, 

absorb immediately with a blotting paper. Press the 
spot from the sides for maximum removal and 
m i n i m u m  
absorption in 
p i l e .  C l e a n  
r e m a i n i n g  
spots, if any, 
using solvent 
or spirit. On 
tough spots, try 
white vinegar 
w i t h  w a t e r  
equally.

� Washing : Do not try washing at home. Contact 

the professional for the same.

� Avoid dust, dirt and moisture : Wet 

carpet leads to mould and mildew growth. Wet wool 
starts rotting and produces bad odour. If any moisture 
is suspected, dry the carpet in the sun or ensure proper 
aeration.

� Storage : Store in dry and well ventilated area. 

Do not fold your rug; keep it rolled with a few 
pouches of silica gel to absorb any residual moisture.

Upside down and colour-changing 
umbrellas in vogue this monsoon

when you close it, the wet side goes inside. And you 
don't need a stand or a bucket to store it as it stands on its 

own

Why buy a boring Mhhata when you can get one that 
changes colour every time it comes in contact with 
rain water newsprint collection Umbrellas with 
newspaper prints are back in demand. This season, 
buy one which showcases the latest current affairs

While most umbrellas have soft covers, this compact 
five-fold piece comes in a one-of-its- kind fancy 
glass box plus-size brellas Looking for super-brella 
that offers complete protection from gusty rains? 
This jumbo umbrella, which has the world map 
printed on it, can be shared by more than one person

Going to school on a lazy rainy day will be more fun 
with these colourful options. Umbrellas in different 
shapes and with add-on accessories like whistles are 
a big draw

Magic umbrellas

Umbrella in a case

Designs for Kids

Most of us buy our rain gear without putting much 
thought into it. But this year, city's buzzing street 
shops have come out with interesting umbrellas in 
affordable prices to suit every kind of personality. 
From fully automatic designs that open and shut at 
the push of a button to those that change colours in 
the rain, there's a variety of umbrellas on display in 
Nagpur.

You can sport this year's biggest fashion trends — 
camo designs and animal prints — on your rain gear 
too. Take your pick from zebra, leopard or tiger prints

If you love monsoons, this heart-shaped frill 
umbrella is the perfect way to profess your feelings 
for rains

This design stops water from dripping on you, as it 
opens in reverse. It's travel-friendly too, because 

Jungle fever

Romancing the rains

Upside down brollies

Heard about balloon modelling?
Unlike previously , you can just log on to choose your 
balloons -numbers, colours, etc., -and have them 
delivered to your house for free.

, who left his cushy job in an IT 
company to establish a balloons start-up says, "Balloons 
symbolize happiness, and adults have finally realized 
they are not just a kid thing. We received an order for 
balloons for a woman's 100th birthday celebration. The 
grandchildren wanted the birthday girl's picture on the 
balloons. We have had other interesting situations when 
a boy , on the brink of a 
b r e a k u p  f r o m  h i s  
girlfriend, managed to 
win her back with our 
offerings. It is a good way 
to add colour to parties 
because balloons are 
affordable. Many people 
u se  t hem on  t he i r  
spouse's birthdays to 
surprise them as balloons 
are the last thing grown-
ups expect."
Grown-ups, however, 
prefer creative balloon 
a r r a n g e m e n t s  l i k e  
b a l l o o n  c e i l i n g s ,  

ashokkumarmundetiya

curtains, garlands and avalanches, among other things. 
"People are now logging on to Pinterest and similar 
websites to get ideas to make their balloon decorations 
inter esting," says .
And balloons are even adapting to changing needs.
From the humble air balloon, we now have LED balloons, 
foil balloons, alpha bet balloons, printed balloons and 
balloon bouquets, among many other concepts.
Abhishek Shetty of another balloon 

ashokkumarmundetiya

company says, "Two years ago, the adult-to-
children's parties balloon ratio was 40:60; now it is 
80:20. It can be attributed to new innovations in the 
balloon industry . We now have over 3,000 different 
varieties of balloons. Two weeks ago, a 90-year-old 
man celebrated his birthday and chose all the balloons 
himself. We have recently introduced a person inside-
giant-balloon thing, in which a whole person fits 

inside a balloon, with his 
neck out. This should be 
one of the big upcoming 
t r e n d s  a f t e r  L E D  
balloons, bouquets and 
balloon modelling."
The balloons are any 
thing but cheap. Getting 
25 40 helium balloons 
will set you back by 
`1,500. If you want 

balloons modelled into your spouse's favourite 
cartoon character, it will cost around `2,800 for 100 
balloons. "We use only high quality bal loons that stay 
intact for a week.
Also, helium is a natural gas, and is therefore costly. It 
is much safer than hydrogen, which can explode," 
says ashokkumarmundetiya.
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New Delhi: When you own a 'Blue Eleos' cars like BMW M5, but what's common has a 4.0-litre twin-turbocharged V8 petrol 
Lamborghini Urus in India, it is quite hard to between these cars is their stark blue colour. engine under the hood. The engine is tuned to 
go unnoticed even on busy traffic-laden roads, The unique colour makes the cars stand out produce 650 PS of power and a peak torque of 
even more so when the colour of your car even in the crowd. When you think about it, 850 Nm. Moreover, all of this doesn't come 
matches the colour of the Indian cricket team's blue seems to be the cricketer's favourite cheap; Rohit Sharma's Lamborghini Urus is 
jersey. This is what happened with the Indian colour as this is the colour he is usually seen in priced at Rs 3.55 crore in India. The sports 
cricketer Rohit Sharma when he was out even on the ground when playing for the SUV stands toe to toe with top-notch cars like 
driving his Lamborghini Urus on the roads in Indian Cricket team or Mumbai Indians in Bentley Bentayga, Porsche Cayenne and Audi 
Mumbai. This is the first time the batsman has IPL. ut the colour is not the only special thing RSQ8. Taking a closer look, the Lamborghini 
been spotted on public roads driving his about the car. The car from the Italian sports Urus is based on the same platform as the cars 
luxury SUV. It is to be noted that the car maker is classified as one of the sports above. But, since it has got the bull emblem on 
Lamborghini Urus is not the only exotic car in SUVs on the market. The classification as a the bonnet, it would not be wrong to say that it 
Rohit Sharma's garage. He owns other luxury sports vehicle is wholly justified as the SUV is the sportiest of all them.

RBI releases Annual Report 2021-22: From 

inflation to GDP forecast, check 6 important points

Cricketer Rohit Sharma's Lamborghini Urus SUV spotted for the first time in Mumbai

forward is subject to considerable New Delhi: The Reserve Bank of India 
uncertainty and would primarily (RBI) on Friday (May 27), released the 
depend on the evolving geopolitical RBI Annual Report 2021-22. The 
situation," the report said. RBI on Central bank, in its report, made a 
Excise Duty Cut, Curbs on Exports  strong case for structural reforms, 
The RBI further said supply-side policy saying that they are essential for 
interventions such as removing sustained, balanced and inclusive 
customs duty on import of raw cotton, growth, especially by helping workers 
prohibiting wheat exports, reducing adapt to the after-effects of the 
road and infrastructure cess (RIC) on pandemic by reskilling and enabling 
petrol by Rs 8 per litre and diesel by Rs them to adopt new technologies for 
6 per litre, increasing exports duty on raising productivity. The RBI also 
certain steel products, reducing imports noted that structural reforms will be 
duty on certain raw materials for steel important to deal with the after-effects 
and plastic manufacturing, restricting of the pandemic. 
sugar exports, removing customs duty Future Path of Growth pandemic, supply chain and logistics 

and agriculture infrastructure and development In its annual report, the Reserve Bank of India disruptions, elevated inflation and bouts of 
cess (AIDC) on import of 20 lakh tonnes of also stressed that the future path of growth financial market turbulence, triggered by 
crude sunflower oil and crude soybean oil and would be conditioned by addressing supply- diverging paths of monetary policy 
other measures as may be taken could, however, side bottlenecks, calibrating monetary policy to normalisation, it added. ... The immediate 
provide some offset. "A faster resolution of the bring down inflation and boosting capital impact of geopolitical aftershocks is on 
geopolitical conflict and no further severe spending. "Undertaking structural reforms to inflation, with close to three-fourths of the 
COVID-19 waves could subdue and even improve India's medium-term growth potential consumer price index at risk. The elevation in 
reverse these pressures and help contain core holds the key to secure sustained, balanced and international prices of crude, metals and 
inflation," it added. Also Read: Paradeep inclusive growth, especially by helping fertilisers has translated into a term of trade 
Phosphates shares gain nearly 5% on debut workers adapt to the after-effects of the shock that has widened trade and current 
GDP Estimates  In recognition of the knock-on pandemic by reskilling and enabling them to account deficits," the report said.
effects from geopolitical spillovers, the RBI's adopt  new technologies for  rais ing Slow Recovery Concerns High-frequency 
Monetary Policy Committee had revised productivity," it said in the chapter on indicators already point to some loss of 
downwards real GDP growth for 2022-23 to 7.2 'Assessment and Prospects'. RBI on Russia- momentum in the recovery that has been 
per cent in its April resolution - a decline of 60 Ukraine War Impact The escalation of gaining traction from the second quarter of 
basis points from its pre-war projection, mainly geopolitical tensions into war from late 2021-22, with 86.8 per cent of the adult 
due to higher oil prices weighing on private February 2022 has delivered a brutal blow to population fully vaccinated and 3.5 per cent 
consumption and higher imports reducing net the world economy, battered as it has been having received booster doses. Concerns on 
exports.through 2021 by multiple waves of the Inflation "The inflation trajectory going 

Shakira tax fraud case: Will 
Colombian singer go to jail Trial in 
Spain to decide her fate

New Delhi: The Supreme Court on Shop . He said the sum involved was Rs 
1 lakh crore, yet the high court chose to Thursday allowed the Serious Fraud 
stay the investigations just because the Investigation Office (SFIO) to revive its 
probe could not be completed in three probe into the various alleged 
months and took years. irregularities of the Sahara group as it set 

Sibal countered the argument stating the aside a stay granted by the Delhi high 
investigation of a company should be court in December. A bench of Justice 
completed within a stipulated period. In D.Y. Chandrachud and Justice Bela M 
the present case, the central government 

Trivedi asked the high court to dispose 
in 2018 sought three months to conduct 

the Sahara appeal against the probe "at the investigations. But till December 
the earliest not later than two months”. 2021, the probe was not completed as 
The apex court declined to go into the the SFIO was seeking repeated 
merits of the allegations against Sahara extensions to complete the probe. The 
represented by senior advocate Kapil order authorising the investigation into 

six other companies relating to the Sibal and the SFIO by solicitor-general 
Sahara group is in violation of Section Tushar Mehta. “It is not appropriate or 
219 of Companies Act 2013 as these proper for this court to adjudicate in this 
companies are neither holding matter as it is pending before the high 
companies nor subsidiary companies of court. Undoubtedly the high court has 
the main company. Besides the stay, the the power to pass such extraordinary 
high court had stayed the lookout notice orders,” Justice Chandrachud said. The 
issued against the group chairperson 

SFIO challenged the stay granted by the 
Subroto Roy and his wife. Mehta argued 

high court, which said the investigations that under Section 212 of the Companies 
had now come to a standstill. Act, the normal timeframe of three 

The probe related to an alleged misuse of months fixed for a probe into a 
funds to the tune of Rs 1 lakh crore. company’s affairs through appropriate 
Mehta said the SFIO had incriminating notification was recommendatory in 
evidence to  prove the money nature and not mandatory. The bench 
transactions of a layer of Sahara after briefly hearing the arguments set 
companies such as Sahara Housing aside the high court order, reviving the 
Investment Corporation Limited, probe against Sahara and its group 
Sahara Prime City Ltd and Sahara Q companies.

Upcoming 2022 Hyundai Venue 
facelift design revealed in new 
digital renderings

New Delhi: Cases of electric scooters 
catching fire have become a 
relatively common occurrence. 
There have been multiple such 
incidents of EV fires involving 
various brands like Ola, Pure EV, 
Okinawa and J i tendra  EV.  
However, the most recent update is 
different as this involves a Hero 
electric Photon scooter catching 
fire. This is the first time a scooter 
from one of India's largest 
manufacturers has been part of such 
an incident.

The reported incident of the Hero 
Electric Photon catching fire is from 
Odisha. The EV reportedly caught 
fire while it was being charged and 
the incident has left the scooter 
partially damaged. According to 
media reports, the cause is thought 
to be a short circuit at the power 
socket from where the electric 
scooter  was being charged 
overnight. "When contacted, the 
customer explained that he heard 
abnormal crackling sounds and 
discovered that fumes were coming 
from the electric switchboard of the 
home, adjacent to the e-scooter, and 
sparks were continuously falling 
onto the floor and a can of paint 
lying nearby," the company said in a 
statement. By the time he went on to 
switch off the mains and get back to 
try and put off the fire, it spread and 
burnt the rear part of the scooter and 
some household belongings," it 
added. The company reportedly 
mentioned that its technical team 
later visited the spot and analysed 
the rear part of the scooter that was 
burnt. "The most probable cause of 
the fire was the AC phase and earth 
wires of homecoming in contact 
with each other (causing a) short 
circuit and the malfunctioning of 
the fuses that should have cut off in 
the event of such a short circuit," the 
company said. We have also offered 
any help to the customer in 
replacing the burnt parts on.

EV fire: Hero Electric 

Photon charred in Odisha 

while charging, company 

blames short circuit

eMudhra IPO share allotment likely 
Here’s how to check your status online

Supreme Court orders Sahara probe revival

Bank holidays in June: Banks to 
remain shut for 8 days in coming 
month, check important dates
New Delhi: Banks will remain closed for a 

total of eight days in the month of June 2022, 
according to the Reserve Bank of India’s 
(RBI) bank holiday list. However, bank 
customers should note that the branches will 
not remain closed on all eight days in all the 
parts of the country. Some bank holidays are 
limited to particular states or areas, while 
others are marked nationwide. Customers 
should check the list of bank holidays in 
June 2022 before stepping out of their 
homes to visit the nearby branch. 

While banks will remain closed for a few days 
in the month of June 2022, customers should 
note that they can use online banking 
facilities to carry out their important 
banking work.  According to the RBI 
holiday calendar for the month of June 2022, 
banks will remain shut for two days due to 
some festivities or occasions. Bank 
customers should note that the banks won’t 
remain closed for the two days in all states or 
regions for all festivals. The two holidays 
are for selective states or regions. The 
remaining six holidays in June 2022 are 
weekends.  For instance, bank branches will 
remain closed for Maharana Pratap Jayanti 
in Himachal Pradesh, Haryana, and 
Rajasthan on June 2 and not in other parts of 
the country.  Tracking bank holidays helps 
you to plan your bank activities in a better 
way.   For long weekends, you can even plan 
your transactions well in advance. 

New Delhi: Next from the country’s second-
largest automaker - Hyundai, is reported to 
be the facelifted Venue. The mid-cycle 
update for the brand’s compact SUV is 
intended to be launched in the country by 
mid-June this year. A host of changes is what 
the Venue facelift will possess over the 
outgoing model. While the spy shots of the 
test prototype have revealed some crisp 
details about the changes that Venue will get 
in terms of exterior styling, new leaked 
images from HUM3D give an even clear 
picture of the Hyundai Venue facelift.

The front end of the compact SUV will be 
thoroughly redesigned in the new rendition. 
In place of the cascading grille, it will have a 
larger squared-off grille, which merges with 
the slim tri-piece LED DRLs. This time 
around, the Venue will not feature the 
squarish LED DRLs like the outgoing 
model. Moreover, the grille is surrounded 
by black inserts to mask the visual bulk. 
While the headlamp assembly in these 
leaked images looks unchanged, fog lamp 
housings remain absent. The front bumper 
is also tweaked with a rectangular air dam, 
accentuated by a chunky silver-finished 
scuff plate around the chin. Move over to the 
sides, the new design for the alloy wheels 
turns up as the most noticeable change. 
Around the rear fascia, the LED tail lamps 
are now connected via a slim light bar. Also, 
they don a squarish theme here. A 
rectangular black insert is visible on the rear 
bumper, much like the front air dam, and it 
accommodates rear fog lamps and reversing 
lights. On the inside, the Venue facelift is 
anticipated to feature a larger 10.25-inch 
touchscreen display, along with an all-
digital instrument cluster. The arrival of the 
N Line variant of the compact SUV is also 
being reported. 

New Delhi: Kaushik Srinivasan will divest 5.1 lakh of the IPO, which in this case is Link The initial public offering (IPO) 
shares, Lakshmi Kaushik 5.04 lakh, I n t i m eof digital signature certificate provider 
Arvind Srinivasan, 8.81 lakh and https://linkintime.co.in/MIPO/IpoalloteMudhra was subscribed 2.72 times over 
Aishwarya Arvind 1.33 lakh equity ment.html). Applicants will need to the 1.13 crore shares that were on offer 
shares. The net proceeds from the fresh select eMudhra Limited – IPO in the during the subscription period from May 
issue will be used for repaying debt, drop-down menu and enter either their 20-24, 2022. The price band was fixed at Rs 
supporting working capital requirements, PAN, application number or DP Client 243-256 per share.
purchasing equipment and paying for ID. and click on search to view their eMudhra IPO received bids of over 3.09 
other related costs for the data centre allotment status. Apart from the crore (3,09,02,516) shares against the total 
proposed to be set up in India and registrar’s website, applicants can also issue size of over 1.13 crore (1,13,64,784) 
overseas locations, develop products, check the status of their allotment on the shares, data available with the National 
investment in eMudhra INC and for websi te  of  the  BSE (Cl ick  :  Stock Exchange (NSE) showed. The shares 

issuance of certificates as a certifying general corporate purposes. https://www.bseindia.com/investors/apwhich are to be allocated for the qualified 
a u t h o r i t y  t o  o f f e r i n g  i d e n t i t y,  pli_check.aspx). Here, they will need to eMudhra is the largest licensed certifying institutional buyers (QIBs) was subscribed 
authentication and signing solution. select Equity in Issue Type, then select authority in India with a market share of 4.05 times, while those of non institutional 
Investors are now looking forward to the EMUDHRA LIMITED from the drop-37.9 per cent in the digital signature investors was subscribed 1.28 times and 
share allotment date of the eMudhra IPO. down list in the Issue Name section, enter certificates market space in financial year that of retail individual investors (RIIs) was 
The company is supposed to finalise the their Application Number or PAN Number 2021 having grown from 36.5 per cent in subscribed 2.61 times, the data showed. 
allotment by Friday, May 27, 2022, as per in the respective box. Then they have to FY20. The company has been engaged in The eMudhra IPO comprises a fresh issue 
the timeline provided in the red herring check on the ‘I am not a robot’ box and then the business of providing digital trust aggregating up to Rs 161 crore and an offer-
prospectus (RHP). In case you have applied click on search to view their status. The services and enterprise solutions to for-sale of up to 98,35,394 equity shares. 
for the eMudhra IPO, then here is how you listing of shares of eMudhra is likely to take individuals and organisations. It is a ‘one As a part of the OFS, promoters – 
can check the status of your allotment when place on Wednesday, June 1, 2022, on both stop shop’ player in secure digital Venkatraman Srinivasan and Taarav Pte 
it gets declared: The allotment status will the NSE and BSE. IIFL Securities, YES transformation and provides a wide Ltd – will offload 32.89 lakh equity and 
get updated on the website of the registrar Securities (India) and Indorient.spectrum of services and solutions from 45.16 lakh shares respectively. In addition, 

New Delhi: Colombian singer Shakira’s 
appeal in a tax fraud case was dismissed by a 
Spanish court on Thursday (May 26). The 
dismissal of the plea paves the way for a trial 
as the judge announced that there was ample 
evidence to suggest she may have avoided 
her fiscal obligations to the state. The case 
first made headlines in December 2018 after 
Spanish prosecutors charged Shakira with 
failing to pay 14.5 million euros (USD 15.5 
million) in taxes on income earned between 
2012 and 2014. However, she denied any 
wrongdoing while testifying in June 2019, 
as per Billboard.

The heart of the matter lies in the speculation 
about the pop singer's residence. The court 
believed that she mostly lived in Spain 
despite having an official residence in the 
Bahamas. The Spanish court said the 
evidence showed that Shakira was ‘a 
habitual resident in Spain,’ adding that the 
documents did not support her residency for 
tax purposes in another country. However, 
Shakira’s public relations firm claimed that 
she had immediately paid her dues once she 
was informed of the debt by Spain's Tax 
Office.The singer`s legal team has 
confirmed in a statement that it will continue 
to ’defend her innocence.’  Shakira`s 
conduct on tax matters has always been 
impeccable in all the countries where she 
has had to pay taxes, and she has trusted and 
faithfully followed the recommendations of 
the best specialists and expert advisors," her 
PR firm said. Also Read: Bank holidays in 
June: Banks to remain shut for 8 days in 
coming month, check important dates If 
convicted of tax evasion, the singer could 
potentially face fines and imprisonment. 
However, a judge may waive imprisonment 
time for the first-time offenders if they are 
sentenced to imprisonment for less than two 
years. Also Read: RBI releases Annual 
Report 2021-22: From inflation to GDP 
forecast, check 6 important points.

Urgent need for coordinated action for swift post-
pandemic recovery: Sitharaman at G20 EMEs meeting
New Delhi: Hindalco Industries on Thursday “In line with this, we have allocated over 70 per 

reported strong numbers for the quarter ended cent of our growth capex to value-enhancing 
March 31 when consolidated net profit doubled downstream segments.”  All our growth capex 
to Rs 3,851 crore from Rs 1,928 crore in the for the next five years will be funded out of 
corresponding period of the previous year. The internal accruals.. Hindalco sees a positive 
record number came after consolidated horizon which inspires us to invest in future-
revenues shot up to Rs 55,764 crore from Rs centric growth projects’’,  while commenting on 
40,507 crore in the year-ago period. Earnings the performance during the quarter and the 
before interest, taxes, depreciation & outlook ahead. According to the company, its 
amortisation (EBITDA) rose to Rs 7,597 crore arm Novelis reported quarterly adjusted 
from Rs 5,845 crore in the same period of the EBITDA of $ 431 million ($ 505 million), a drop 
previous year. of 15 per cent. During the period, its net income 

from continuing operations was $ 217 million, Hindalco said the results were driven by an 
up 21 per cent over the previous year, mainly exceptional performance by the India business. 
driven by lower interest expenses. On the other It, however, added that Novelis’s fourth quarter 
hand, the Indian aluminium business saw its results were impacted by cost inflation, semi-
EBITDA coming at an all-time high of Rs 4,050 conductor chip shortage in automotive and other 
crore during the quarter, compared to Rs 1,819 short-term operational issues. “With record 
crore in the same period of the previous year- an profitability in the fourth quarter, we had a very 
increase of 123 per cent due to favourable good end to the year. We attribute Hindalco’s 
macros, higher volumes, better operational highest-ever profits not just to strong macros, 
efficiencies, and improved performance of but also our consistent focus on operational 
downstream business. This was however, offset excellence and cost optimisation,” said Satish 
by higher input costs. Its revenues during the Pai, managing director, Hindalco Industries. 
quarter stood at Rs 9,847 crore against Rs 5,969 “We continue to remain one of the world’s 
crore in the same period in the previous year. lowest cost and highest EBITDA margin 
The company’s copper business saw revenues producers of aluminium. Our strategy to build a 
coming at Rs 9,787 crore a rise of 15 per cent on more sustainable business model that is isolated 
account of higher global prices of copper .from metal cycles is working very well for us. 
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This University Has Been Providing For Its Students and 

Faculties Numerous Global Learning Opportunities across Europe
New Delhi: the University’s students and faculties Spain, she visited the University of Amid the relaxing of travel 

with an enriching exposure to Salamanca, where she engaged in restrictions, this local university has once 
again reopened its gateways to international opportunities. The sessions and interacted with the 
internationalization in full swing, ga ther ing hos ted  three  of  the  delegates of these Universities in order 
allowing many of its students and staff to University’s partners, including Dr. to strengthen opportunities for 
go abroad through numerous learning Martin Valcke, Ghent University, students and faculty members. This 
opportunities. Through its International Be lg ium,  Dr.  Migue l  Amara l ,  visit was followed by an Erasmus+ 
Relations Cell, Parul University recently Universidade de Lisboa, Portugal and funded trip to the University of 
welcomed delegates from Poland, Dr. Kamila Ludwikowska, Wroclaw Granada on a mobility program where 
Belgium, and Portugal for its annually University of Science and Technology, she participated in European Union-
held International Week, providing a Poland. The delegates conducted funded programs. During her ventures Universities across these countries. Some 
leading exposure to its students and staff sessions and lectures in the multiple in Lithuania, she was presented with an of the Universities she engaged with 
to global opportunities across Europe. streams of academia with insights into the opportunity to promote Indian culture and include the University of Salamanca and 

Adding to its international exploits, the European industry for the students. In Parul University through numerous the University of Granada in Spain, the 
University’s Director of International addition, the International experts also seminars and talk sessions with delegates University of Vilnius in Lithuania, 
Relations, Dr. Preeti Nair, recently visited took part in the Vibrant Gujarat Summit from different countries and universities. Esigelec University and College De Pairs 
numerous countries across Europe, where they shared their expert knowledge While in France, Dr. Nair engaged with in France. For years, the University has 
including Spain, Lithuania, and France, to in various areas, including discussions on the delegation from the Parul University’s been focusing on providing its students 
develop India’s ties with European Higher the future of virtual reality, business Partner Universities, where she held with a global holistic educational 
Education Institutions. The University entrepreneurship, and social innovation. meetings with the French partner approach through over 85 of its 
has been continually making efforts to Dr. Preeti Nair, the Director of Universities centred on strengthening international collaborations. “As a 
provide the students with opportunities International Relations, recently visited collaborations with India. The University university, our goal is to make continuous 
across multiple countries worldwide. Europe to strengthen internationalization continues intensifying opportunities for and consistent efforts to provide students 
Parul University once again celebrated its and explore opportunities for Indian its students to gain international exposure and faculty beneficiaries with the best 
annual ‘International Week’, which students and faculties across Europe. In throughout their learning experience. opportunities abroad either through 
featured foreign delegates from numerous her expedition, Dr. Nair visited Spain, Within the first quarter alone, the mobility programs or study abroad 
countries across Europe. This week-long Lithuania and France, where she University has sent over 45 students to programs to support their knowledge 
campus affair was organized to provide interacted and engaged with various Europe, Canada and .further”, said Dr. Nair. During her time in 

New Delhi: The National Testing Agency (NTA) wil 
closed its application correction window of the 
National Eligibility cum Entrance Test (NEET) 2022 
today (May 27, 2022). The application correction 
window of the NEET 2022 was opened on May 24, 
2022 by NTA. Candidates who wish to make changes 
in their NEET 2022 application form can do so by 
visiting the official website neet.nta.nic.in. 

The NEET UG 2022 registration process was concluded 
on May 20, 2022. “In view of the numerous 
representations received from the candidates regarding 
allowing them to edit/modify their particulars in the 
online application form of NEET (UG) – 2022, 
National Testing Agency has decided to provide an 
opportunity to the candidates for modifying their 
particulars in the online application form of NEET 
(UG) – 2022,” NTA on the official notice said. Here are 
the steps to edit your NEET 2022 application form  
Visit the NEET UG official website- neet.nta.nic.in - 
On the homepage, click on the link that reads - 
‘Correction for NEET(UG)-2022 Is Available now’ 
Then click on the ‘Registration for NEET(UG)-2022’ 
link Enter the required information like application 
number and password security pin  Make the required 
changes in your NEET UG 2022 application form  
Click on submit  Enter the OTP that has been sent to 
your number or email id in the next step  Your NEET 
UG correction slip will come up on the screen. 
Download it for future reference Direct link to NEET 
UG 2022 application correction window NTA on the 
official notice of the NEET correction window 2022 
informed that the candidates will have to pay an 
additional fee to make changes in their application 
form.  “The additional fee (wherever applicable) shall 
be paid by the candidate concerned either through 
credit/debit card/net banking/UPI and Paytm. Since it 
is a one-time facility extended to the candidates to 
avoid any hardships to them, the candidates are 
informed to do the correction very carefully, as no 
further chance for correction will be given to the 
candidates,” NTA further added

Delhi weather update: Temperature 

to rise, mercury likely to cross 

40°C in next few days

Delhi High Court Seeks Centre's Response On Surrogacy Act Provisions

SpiceJet, IndiGo Faulted For Poor 
Service And Behaviour By Flyers

New Delhi: The residents of 
De lh i  a re  exper ienc ing  
relatively cooler days from past 
few days, owing to two 
thunderstorm spells this week 
which brough down the 
mercury. However, as per the 
latest update by the India 
Meteorological Department 
(IMD) the temperature in the 
national capital is set to rise in 
the next few days. The 
temperature in the Capital city 
rose above the 35 degrees 
Celsius mark on Thursday to 
settle at 36.7 degrees Celsius, 
according to the data from 
Safdarjung observatory, which 
is Delhi’s base station. But it 
was still four degrees below 
normal for this time of the year. 

In the meantime, the weather 
department has predicted that 
there will be a slight increase in 
temperatures -- up to 41 
degrees Celsius -- over the next 
three to four days, but there is 
no forecast of a heatwave for 
another week. 

As per the reports, the national 
capital is likely to receive light 
rain/drizzle by Friday evening, 
however, the mercury is set to 
rise from Saturday.  According 
to the data provided by the Met 
office, Delhi recorded a 
maximum temperature of 36.7 
degrees Celsius on Thursday, 
four notches below normal for 
this time of the year. It was 34.4 
degrees Celsius on Wednesday, 
w h i l e  t h e  m i n i m u m  
temperature settled at 22.5 
degrees Celsius. Additionally, 
Delhi's 24-hour air quality 
index stood at 204 on Thursday. 
It was 175 on Wednesday. The 
city breathed its cleanest air 
(24-hour AQI 89) in 134 days 
on Tuesday. An AQI between 
zero and 50 is considered 
' g o o d ' ,  5 1  a n d  1 0 0  
'satisfactory', 101 and 200 
'moderate', 201 and 300 'poor', 
301 and 400 'very poor.

Monkeypox outbreak: There are vaccines, 
drugs to cure disease, claims expert

Wife, Lover Arrested For 
Killing Husband In Delhi: 
Police
New Delhi:  A 40-year-old woman was arrested along 

with her "lover" and another man allegedly for killing 
her husband in central Delhi's Daryaganj area, police 
said on Thursday. The accused have been identified as 
Zeeba Qureshi, a resident of Daryaganj, Shoaib, 29, a 
resident of Meerut in UP, and Vinit Goswami, 29, a 
resident of Ghaziabad in UP, they said. Zeeba wanted to 
get rid of her husband, Moinuddin Qureshi, police said.

Qureshi, 47, was shot dead in Daryaganj on May 17 
around 10 pm when he was urinating outside gate 
number 3 of Khalsa School, police said.

During investigation, police drew a conjecture on the 
basis of the white motorcycle used in the murder that 
the shooters may have belonged to UP. The motorcycle 
was found abandoned near Tara Hotel, Daryaganj, and 
was found to have been stolen from Meerut upon 
verification, a senior police officer said. Later, with 
more proof in hand, police arrested the three accused, 
including the wife of the victim, Deputy Commissioner 
of Police (central) Shweta Chauhan said. Zeeba has two 
sons and a daughter. Her husband was a real estate 
dealer. She was not happy with her husband and wanted 
to get rid of him and marry someone else, the DCP said.

She had come in contact with Shoaib through Facebook 
two years ago and began seeing him, the officer said. 
During their affair, Zeeba convinced Shoaib to kill her 
husband and marry her, Chauhan said. They both 
planned the murder for five months, during which 
Shoaib hired Goswami, who agreed to kill Moinuddin 
for ? 6 lakh, police said. Goswami and Shoaib did a 
recce at instance of Zeeba, who supplied important 
information using the 'about feature' of WhatsApp, they 
said. Goswami tried to kill Moinuddin many times on 
tip-offs shared with him by Shoaib through Zeeba, but 
didn't find success. Since Zeeba was pressing hard upon 
Shoaib to kill her husband and to marry her at the 
earliest, Shoaib and Goswami went to Meerut and 
arranged for a stolen bike, police said. He asked 
Goswami to come on May 17 along with a firearm, 
police said. Goswami returned on May 17 and shot 
Moinuddin at a very close range. Both, Shoaib and 
Goswami, fled on the stolen bike after the hit, the DCP 
said. Shoaib, a health supplement trader, had got 
married around four years ago and has one son. He was 
found to be involved in three criminal cases, police 
said.

Covid-19 infection may induce severe bone loss, suggests study

New Delhi:Indian flyers are becoming increasingly 
frustrated with the nation's airlines, according to a 
survey undertaken for Bloomberg, saying that customer 
service and the behaviour of airline staff has 
deteriorated sharply in the wake of Covid-19.

Some 79 per cent of the 15,000 airline passengers 
surveyed by LocalCircles said they believe carriers in 
India are compromising on passenger comfort and 
cutting corners as a result of the pandemic, souring the 
reopening of what was prior to Covid the world's 
fastest-growing aviation market. Topping respondents' 
list of airlines whose service was deemed most 
unsatisfactory was SpiceJet Ltd., followed by the 
country's biggest airline with a 55 per cent market share, 
IndiGo. Complaints across all airlines included flight 
delays, shoddy in-flight service, bad boarding 
procedures and tatty aircraft interiors. SpiceJet said it is 
prioritising automation, technology and sustainability 
to improve customers' experience. IndiGo said it is also 
focusing on digitisation to give customers a contactless 
travel experience, noting that using technology at 
check-in to boarding and beyond has helped it reduce 
wait times at airports. The results come as the airlines 
find themselves on the receiving end of a degree of 
backlash from passengers. In one recent high-profile 
incident, IndiGo barred a disabled teenager from 
boarding a flight, saying the boy was causing a 
disturbance and could pose a safety threat.

NEET UG 2022 application 

correction window closes today - 

Here are steps to edit at 

neet.nta.nic.in, direct link

cause smallpox, the vaccinia virus it the lab. However, it has not been New Delhi: Medicines are not normally 
contains can replicate after the tested in people with smallpox or needed to treat monkeypox. The illness is 
vaccine is given, transmitting from other Orthopoxviruses. Still, in usually mild and most people infected 
the vaccinated person to an Europe tecovitimat has been will recover within a few weeks without 
unvaccinated person who comes authorised for treating smallpox, needing treatment. But there are vaccines 
into close contact with the injection monkeypox and cowpox under that can be used to control monkeypox 
site or any leaking fluid for up to 21 exceptional circumstances.  outbreaks, which some countries are 
days afterwards. This also means Another antiviral that might be already using. And treatments do exist for 
that ACAM2000 can cause many used is 'cidofovir' an injectable those who become quite ill from the virus. 
side effects and shouldn't be given drug licensed in the UK to treat a Monkeypox belongs to the Orthopoxvirus 
to at-risk groups, such as pregnant serious viral eye infection in genus of viruses, which includes 
or breastfeeding women, and those people with Aids. In the body, smallpox. 
with weakened immune systems. cidofovir is converted into the Luckily, due to something called cross-
People with weakened immune antiviral ingredient cidofovir protection, smallpox vaccines also work 

who comes into close contact with an systems, including those with HIV, diphosphate. Because cidofovir for monkeypox. Although the world was 
infected person to show symptoms of can get very ill from the vaccine. The stops smallpox in the laboratory, it could declared free of smallpox in 1980, many 
monkeypox (and most likely seven to 14 other "live" vaccinia virus is the Aventis be authorised for emergency use in countries keep stocks of smallpox 
days) so it is hard to tell if giving the Pasteur Smallpox Vaccine. It is not smallpox or monkeypox outbreaks. vaccines for emergencies. For example, 
vaccine after someone has been exposed formally approved, but can be made However, cidofovir is quite a potent the smallpox vaccine is used to protect 
to monkeypox will fully protect them. available if other supplies run out. medicine and can damage the kidneys, so laboratory workers who accidentally 
However, the recommendation in the US a better alternative might be the closely A newer type of smallpox vaccine, called come into contact with pox viruses (such 
and the UK is that, after a risk assessment, related drug brincidofovir, which has Imvanex, contains a live but modified as monkeypox or vaccinia) a pox virus 
people exposed to the monkeypox virus been approved in the US for treating form of the vaccinia virus called vaccinia that is similar to smallpox but less 
are offered a modified vaccinia Ankara smallpox. Brincidofovir (brand name Ankara. Imvanex, made by Danish harmful). They are also kept in case of a 
vaccine dose as soon as possible, ideally Tembexa) is given by mouth and can be biotechnology firm Bavarian Nordic, has terrorist attacks that might use smallpox 
within four days, but up to 14 days prescribed to people of any age. Its special been licensed in the European Union for as a biological weapon. Smallpox vaccine 
afterwards. design helps get the right amount of the preventing smallpox. In the US, the can be up to 85 per cent effective in 

drug into cells to release the cidofovir Antivirals for Monkeypox Apart from vaccine goes by the brand name Jynneos stopping infection with the monkeypox 
component and also makes it less vaccines, there are some medicines that and is licensed for preventing both virus if it is given before people are 
damaging to the kidneys. Brincidofovir could be used for treating monkeypox. smallpox and monkeypox in adults at risk exposed to the virus. There are two types 
has been tested in humans for other viral One such drug is tecovirimat which stops of these diseases. Jynneos has been used of smallpox vaccine. Both types are based 
conditions. Its approval for use in the spread of infection by interfering with in the UK in previous monkeypox cases.on the vaccinia virus. An older type of 
smallpox in the US comes from a protein found on the surface of smallpox vaccine contains the "live" Because Bavarian Nordic vaccines are 
laboratory studies showing that it works Orthopoxviruses.  Tecovirimat is  vaccinia virus. The main one in this group made of a modified form of the vaccinia 
against Orthopoxviruses. For this reason, approved in the US for treating smallpox is ACAM2000, which is approved in the virus, they are considered safe for people 
brincidofovir is also listed as a potential only. It has been tested in healthy humans US for protecting people against in at-risk groups. It would usually take 
drug for treating monkeypox.and shown to stop the smallpox virus in smallpox. Although ACAM2000 cannot between five and 21 days for someone 

NEWS BOX

New Delhi: Infection with the SARS-CoV-2 has yet to be fully understood, they said. To phosphate by bones -- was found to be 
virus, which causes COVID-19, can lead to study the effects of SARS-CoV-2 infection associated with the inflammatory activation 
severe bone loss during the acute and post- on bone metabolism, the researchers from of osteoclasts -- a kind of cell responsible for 
recovery phases of the disease, according to a the University of Hong Kong (HKUMed) break down of the bone tissue. The cytokine 
study conducted in hamsters. The findings, infected Syrian hamsters with SARS-CoV-2. dysregulation or inability to control 
recently published in the peer-reviewed They then collected their bone tissues after inflammation, induced by SARS-CoV-2, 
journal Nature Communications, provide the infection and analysed them using three- triggered an amplified pro-inflammatory 
insights into the possible long-term d i m e n s i o n a l  m i c r o c o m p u t e r i s e d  cascade in the skeletal tissues to augment 
complications of COVID-19. In addition to tomography (CT) scans. The study found their breakdown.  The researchers said their 
lung infection, complications of different that SARS-CoV-2 infection induced severe team is the first in the world to report the 
organ systems in the long-term SARS-CoV-2 bone loss from 20 per cent to 50 per cent effects of SARS-CoV-2 on bone metabolism 
infection, or "long COVID," have been progressively in particular to the trabecular using a well-established Syrian hamster 
increasingly recognised in patients with bone in the long bones and lumbar vertebrae. model that closely mimics COVID-19 in 
disease, the researchers said. This effect extended from the acute phase to humans.The findings indicate that 

However, the full spectrum of clinical the chronic phase of infection, according to pathological bone loss may be an important 
manifestations, especially the influence of the researchers. The pathological osteopenia but neglected complication, which warrants 
SARS-CoV-2 infection on bone metabolism, -- loss of minerals like calcium and more extensive investigations during.

available to the petitioners as they are 
unable to obtain consent from a woman 
who would fulfill the rigors of the 
eligibility of a surrogate mother," it 
said. Ads by "The ban on commercial 
surrogacy, seemingly enacted to protect 
the impoverished women, denudes 
them of their right over their bodies and 
denies them the opportunity to exercise 
agency over their divine right of giving 
birth," the plea read further. According New Delhi: The Delhi High Court on Friday 
to the plea filed, the limitations issued notice to the Centre on a petition 
imposed on who can be a surrogate India as the said provisions are allegedly challenging provisions of the Surrogacy Act 

mother in terms of Section 2 (zg) read with discriminatory. The petition has been moved and the Assisted Reproductive Technology 
Section 4 (iii)(b)(I) of the Surrogacy by two petitioners-- Advocate Karan Balraj (ART) Act on the ground that the laws are 
(Regulation) Act, 2021, limits the options Mehta, a single unmarried man claiming to discriminatory against a single man desirous 
available to an 'intending couple' or be desirous of being a father by the means of of being a father through surrogacy and a 
'intending woman' and diminish their surrogacy, and a married Psychology married woman who is desirous of 
chances of finding a consenting surrogate teacher Pankhuri Chandra, claiming that she expanding her family through the means of 
mother. "The best eligibility criteria to is desirous of having a child only through surrogacy.
maximize the chances of finding the best surrogacy. The plea also stated that Section 2 The bench of Justice Vipin Sanghi and Justice 
surrogate mother (in the interest of both the (zd) of the Surrogacy (Regulation) Act, Sachin Datta sought a response from the 
'intending couple' and the 'intending woman' 2021 defines "surrogacy" as "a practice Union of India through the Ministry of Law 
or the surrogate baby) would be any healthy whereby one woman bears and gives birth to and Justice in the said matter and scheduled 
woman above the age of majority. The a child for an intending couple with the its next hearing for November 19, 2022. The 
needless conditions of being genetically intention of handing over such child to the plea also sought a declaration of certain 
related, of a particular age, married, and intending couple after the birth". It further provisions of the Assisted Reproductive 
already having at least one child only stated that Section 4(ii)(b) of the said Act Technology (Regulation) Act, 2021 (Act 
constricts the universe of available prohibits all forms of commercial surrogacy No. 42 of 2021) and the Surrogacy 
candidates who may otherwise become and allows only altruistic surrogacy. (Regulation) Act, 2021 (Act No. 47 of 2021) 
healthy surrogate mothers," it read."Commercial surrogacy is the only option be declared ultra vires the Constitution of 

ZSurrogacy act: The bench of  

Justice Vipin Sanghi and Justice 

Sachin Datta sought a response 

from the Union of  India through the 

Ministry of  Law and Justice.

New Delhi, Saturday, 28 May, 2022 THE SIKH TIMES
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